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Please review all twelve chapters that we have already studied and discussed in the class. Test will
consist of 25 multiple choice questions, each being worth 4 points. There will be at least 2
questions from each chapter. Key concepts in each chapter to be tested are outlined below.
Divine Name:
- Major classifications of Allah names
- Names that confirm tawhid
- Names with opposing characteristics
Objective of the Quran:
- The guidance of Quran
- Qualitative names of Quran
- What the Quran is not
Hadith:
- Classification of hadith
- Periods of hadith compilation
- Six major hadith collections
Madhhab:
- What are the 4 major madhahib
- Difference between madhahib and sect
- Key difference between 4 madhahib
Hope, Hopefulness, Hopelessness:
- Hope from Islamic standpoint
- Difference between hope and wishful thinking
- Examples of hope and despair from prophet lives
Trials in Life:
- Type and purpose of trials
- Failure and prayer in trials
- Trials of the prophet
Friends and Friendship:
- What to look for in a friendship
- Definition and example of good friends
- Friendship with Allah

Friendship with Non-Muslims:
- Avoiding certain friendships
- Befriending with Jews and Christians
- Meaning of awliya
Dating:
- Procreation of human race
- What relationship is strongly condemned
- Best way to avoid dating
Duties Towards Parents:
- Status of parents in Islam
- Being obedient and patient with parent
- Rights of parents
Islam for Middle School Students:
- Preserving your Muslim identity
- Salat and fasting during school time
- Head-scarf in school
The Battle of Badr:
- Reason for the battle
- Muslim preparation
- Beneficiaries of the battle
The Battle of Uhud:
- How the battle started
- Prophet (S) plan to win the battle
- Reasons for not winning the battle

